E News Bulletin
Air quality getting worse by the year
NEW DELHI: Data released recently by System of Air Quality and Weather Forecasting Research (SAFAR) under the
ministry of earth sciences shows the air quality in September. Read More
(Times of India | Nov 01, 2015)
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Source: http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home/environment/pollution/Air-quality-getting-worse-by-the-year/articleshow/49613037.cms

Diwali: Pollution control board issues 90db limit order
KOLKATA: The decibel controversy was finally laid to rest on Monday with the state pollution control board issuing a
notification that fixed 90 dB as the noise limit for firecrackers. Read More
(Times of India | Nov 03, 2015)
Source: http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home/environment/the-good-earth/Diwali-Pollution-control-board-issues-90db-limit-order/articleshow/49638196.cms

Pandey made chief of expert panel on environment
AHMEDABAD: The central government has appointed former Principal Chief Conservator of Forests (PCCF) of
Gujarat, CN Pandey, chairman of the 14member Expert Appraisal Committee for Environment Clearance to Industry-I
projects. Read More
(Times of India | Nov 05, 2015)
Source: http://epaperbeta.timesofindia.com/Article.aspx?eid=31805&articlexml=Pandey-made-chief-of-expert-panel-on-environment-05112015004050

Centre to set up control room within CPCB to constantly monitor actions to combat air pollution
NEW DELHI: Union environment ministry on Friday decided to set up a control room within the Central Pollution
Control Board (CPCB) to constantly monitor day-to-day actions of state agencies to control air pollution in Delhi and
NCR. Read More
(Times of India | Nov 06, 2015)
Source: http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home/environment/pollution/Centre-to-set-up-control-room-within-CPCB-to-constantly-monitor-actions-to-combat-airpollution/articleshow/49688577.cms

Confusion ends, green tax on trucks comes into effect
NEW DELHI SMYR Consortium, the toll contractor appointed by the South Corporation, finally agreed to collect the
environment compensation charge (ECC) from heavy commercial vehicles from Friday night.
Read More

(Times of India | Nov 07, 2015)

Source: http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home/environment/pollution/Confusion-ends-green-tax-on-trucks-comes-into-effect/articleshow/49696340.cms

MoEF team to visit Hyderabad for pollution check
HYDERABAD: The ministry of environment and forestry will soon send a fact-finding team to assess the impact of the
state government's relaxation of a moratorium on industrial activity in the city. Read More
(Times of India | Nov 16, 2015)
Source: http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home/environment/pollution/MoEF-team-to-visit-Hyderabad-for-pollution-check/articleshow/49796022.cms

Dumping waste in Yamuna near Taj Mahal sad state of affairs: NGT
NEW DELHI: The National Green Tribunal today expressed disgust at the dumping of solid wastes in river Yamuna
near the Taj Mahal. Read More
(Times of India | Nov 16, 2015)
Source: http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home/environment/pollution/Dumping-waste-in-Yamuna-near-Taj-Mahal-sad-state-of-affairs-NGT/articleshow/49803768.cms

Worker dies in a fire accident at Shasun Cuddalore unit
Drug firm Shasun Pharmaceuticals has said one worker died and another got injured in a fire accident yesterday at its
Cuddalore facility in Tamil Nadu. Read More
(Business Standard | Nov 17, 2015)
Source: http://www.business-standard.com/article/pti-stories/worker-dies-in-a-fire-accident-at-shasun-cuddalore-unit-115111700634_1.html

પશ્ચિમમાાં સદ
ાં ર રરવરફ્રન્ટ સામે પ ૂવવમાાં કચરા અને કે શ્ચમકલથી ખદબદતી કેનાલ
અમદાવાદ: ભાજપ આ વખતની કોપોરે શનની ચટૂં ણીમાૂં જ્ાૂં શહેરના વવકાસમાૂં સૌથી મોટુ કામ રીવરફ્રન્ટ અને તેના બગીચાને
ગણાવે છે ત્્ારે પવિમના આ સુદર
ૂં
રીવરફ્રન્ટ સામે પવવમાૂં કચરા અને કે વમકલથી ખદબદતી કે નાલને ભલી ગઈ છે .
Read More
(Gujarat Samachar | Nov 20, 2015)
Source: http://www.gujaratsamachar.com/index.php/articles/display_article/ahmedabad-gujarat-canal-river-front-dirt

Six injured in boiler blast at Vatva unit
AHMEDABAD: A unit on Vatva-Singarva road reported a boiler blast at 5.45 am on Saturday at the
production facility. Read More
(Times of India | Nov 22, 2015)
Source: http://epaperbeta.timesofindia.com/Article.aspx?eid=31805&articlexml=Six-injured-in-boiler-blast-at-Vatva-unit-22112015003004

પર્ાવ વરણની જાળવણી માટે ભારતની જાગશ્ચૃ ત અને ગાંભીરતાને હાં આવકારાં ૃ છાં
સૂંયક્ુ ત રાષ્ટ્રોનુૂં મહત્વનુૂં પેરીસ સૂંમલ
ે ન ્ોજા્ તે પવે તેના વડાએ ભારતની પ્રશૂંસા કરતા કહ્ુૂં હત ુૂં કે ભારતના ગ્રીન હાઉસ ગેસનુૂં
ઉત્સર્જન ઘટાડીને પ્ાવવરણને થતા નુકસાનને અટકાવવાના પ્ર્ાસો.

Read More

Source: http://www.gujaratsamachar.com/index.php/articles/display_article/important-united-nations-convention-paris

(Gujarat Samachar | Nov 26, 2015)

